PALMETTO
PORCELAIN COLLECTION
www.msistone.com

Colors

Bianco 6"x36"

Chestnut 6"x36"

Cognac 6"x36"

Fog 6"x36"

Smoke 6"x36"

Walnut 6"x36"

Size

Thickness

BIANCO

CHESTNUT

COGNAC

FOG

SMOKE

WALNUT

6x36 Matte

3/9"

NPALBIA6X36

NPALCHE6X36

NPALCOG6X36

NPALFOG6X36

NPALSMO6X36

NPALWAL6X36

APPLICATIONS

Flooring

Counters

Wall

PEI Rating

Variation

COF

Freeze/Thaw

IV

V3

DCOF - >0.42 Wet

Resistant

Breaking Strength

Water Absorption

Hardness

Chemical Resistance

7

Resistant

RESIDENTIAL
LIGHT COMMERCIAL

>275 lbs <0.5%

HEAVY COMMERCIAL

Add warmth and character, patina and beauty with Palmetto. Fashioned from the latest in high definition ink jet technology, this
gorgeous series captures an intricately natural wood look in dependable porcelain. Palmetto is inspired by the rich colors of
authentic wood floors and modernized with the most current color glazes. Palmetto is sure to complement any interior space
from a modern condo to a traditional villa.

Technical Information
Primary Colors: Brown, Gray
Material Type: Porcelain
Country of Origin: Italy
Finish: Matte

Features At A Glance
• Luxurious porcelain (Matte) tiles with authentic
marble looks and colorations
• Six great colors in a wide variety of sizes and trims
• High Definition Ink Jet Technology

Installation
1/8" Grout Size is recommended on all tile
installation. When installing rectangular tiles a
less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly
recommended.

Large format tiles: It is mandatory that the mortar
coverage on the floor surface and tile be greater
than 95% coverage to be fully supported. Voids
due to insufficient coverage will result in cracking
and tile displacement.

Disclaimer:
Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile.
To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and
numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won’t be repetitive patterns.
*No claims accepted after tile installation.

